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Sparse matrices model the 
human brain connections.



Block structure is defined via a 
stochastic block model (SBM).
� More generally a stochastic block model has the 

following parameters (r,s,P) with

� (ri,sj) giving the size of the block ij and

� pij the probability there’s an edge between a vertices 
in subset i and subset j.

Inner Product graph:

� aij~Bernoulli(sm,n XYT) for given X,  m by d, Y, n by d 
real matrices, sm,n≤1 is a sparsity factor.



Spectral embeddings and 
clustering recover block structure.
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Two theorems have been proved 
that ASE and LSE recover SBMs.
� Karl Rohe, Sourav Chatterjee, and Bin Yu, Spectral clustering 

and the high-dimensional stochastic blockmdel, Ann. Statist. 
Volume 39, Number 4 (2011), 1878-1915.

� Avanti Athreya, Vince Lyzinski, David J. Marchette, Carey E. 
Priebe, Daniel L. Sussman, Minh Tang, A central limit theorem 
for scaled eigenvectors of random dot product graphs, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1305.7388

� D. L. Sussman, M. Tang, D. E. Fishkind, and C. E. Priebe. A 
consistent adjacency spectral embedding for stochastic 
blockmodel graphs. Journal of the American Statistical 
Association, 107(499):1119–1128, 2012

� Minh Tang and Carey E. Priebe, Limit theorems for 
eigenvectors of the normalized Laplacian for random graphs, 
http://arXiv:1607.08601v1 [stat.ML] 28 Jul 2016 

http://arxiv.org/abs/1305.7388


The eigenvectors of the 
matrix help bisect the brain.



This is not the bisection we 
expected.

“Let the data speak to you.” 
John Tukey

Data often whisper or 
mumble, but on occasion they 
shout! JMC



The brain graph (connectome) 
model has five regions.



What happens when there is 
more than one partition?

Consider a 4x4 stochastic block model, giving probability of an 
edge between the four regions,e.g., (L,G),(R,G),(L,W),(R,W).



A theorem says ASE finds 
G/W and LSE finds L/R.

“On a two-truths phenomenon in spectral graph clustering,”
Carey E. Priebe, Youngser Park, Joshua T. Vogelstein, John M. Conroy, Vince 
Lyzinski, Minh Tang, Avanti Athreya, Joshua Cape, and Eric Bridgeford
PNAS published ahead of print March 8, 2019 
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1814462116 



LANL Authentication Data is 
our second application.

John M. Conroy, “Classification of Red Team Authentication Events in an Enterprise 
Network,” 2018, DOI: 10.1142/9781786345646_009, In book: Data Science for Cyber-
Security, Editors Nick Heard, Niall Adams, Patrick Rubin-Delanchy, and Melissa Turcotte.

https://www.researchgate.net/deref/http%3A%2F%2Fdx.doi.org%2F10.1142%2F9781786345646_009?_sg%5B0%5D=ZKA-omsePzI8JNcLXkCVOk1gdeOUkS6gc8mFKpaDhf-UcVWvGWZEQNJzW8NCNMlcjAMME4Kzt6_73T3-XplCudqkCA.TpV2fzzRFf6ZgpF9GK7XGqRj5UqGkQEJ7Ktwh0sh8YUDlTDyQJQ5CnP8GRRYBUa-Kk_fK3pX6gIcvBojIzat7w


A SBM (core-periphery) for the LANL 
data highlights the red team (malicious) 
event.



We pose the problem as vertex 
classification in a bi-partite graph.
� Given: a bipartite graph G with adjacency matrix B, 

with a subset of the rows (server computers) 
assigned to one of two classes (attacked/not 
attacked).

� Classify: the remaining rows (server computers).

� Approach: Apply spectral embedding and train a 
random forest classifier and report results on held 
out server computers.



We compare randomized SVD (sklearn 0.18) 

vs block Lanczos on finding additional 
computers that would be attacked.

Method Embedding AUC FPR TPR

RSVD ASE16 0.97 9.25e-03 0.19

BL ASE16 0.97 8.99e-03 0.19

RSVD ASE256 0.99 5.78e-04 0.68

BL ASE256 0.99 7.71e-04 0.67

RSVD NL16 0.84 8.22e-03 0.07

BL NL16 0.91 1.41e-02 0.12

RSVD NL256 0.89 5.97e-03 0.06

BL NL256 0.99 1.14e-02 0.51



Now let’s talk text, our third 
application.*
Word2vec is the sriracha sauce of deep learning! 

--Chris Manning ACL 2015

“Add it to any CL 
task and it gets 
better?”
– tweeted at 
NAACL 2015

*Joint work with Neil 
Molino, IDA/CCS



Text co-occurence is a 
sparse matrix.



Eigenwords are the normalized 
Laplacian embedding.
� CCA(W,C) is the same computation as the 

normalized Laplacian for a weighted bipartite graph, 
relating words to their context.

� The weight matrix is M=WTC

� Thus, the hard Brown clusters of CCA relate to the 
stochastic block model of NL.

� For more on the Brown Models
Karl Stratos, Michael Collins, and Daniel Hsu, Model Base Word 
Embeddings from Decompositions, ACL 2015.



Questions?



Here’s the reverse Cuthill McGee 
ordering of the matrix on slide 2.



Example Features
� Truncated SVD of Adjacency matrix or normalized 

Laplacian:

� Take top d.

� For example X=Ud Y=Vd

� Random Projections into Rd

� X=BRr Y=BTRc with entries of Rr and Rc ~N(0,1)
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Spy Plot of BT



The LANL authentication data 
has known malicious events.
� 58 consecutive days of de-identified event data collected from 

four sources within Los Alamos National Laboratory's 
corporate, internal computer network.

� Windows-based authentication events from both individual 
computers and centralized Active Directory domain controller 
servers.

� Red team events with ``bad behavior:’’ 
� 4 clients attacking 301 servers
� 308 edges

� The authentication data, as a bipartite graph
� 98513 clients (sources) and 
� 15876 server (destinations) 
� 805201 edges



Los Alamos Red Team Data



Singular Values of Adjacency 
Matrix



ASE 2D Embedding



Singular Values Normalized 
Laplacian



Example Normalized 
Laplacian Embedding



Random Projections of an 
Adjacency Matrix

Let x=Br, be a random projection into 1-dimensional space for source 
vertexes of a given bipartite graph with adjacency matrix B.

Observation: If vertices i and j share all but  
neighbors then

• This is a special case of the Johnson–Lindenstrauss lemma.
• Fast Johnson Lindenstrauss Transform: Ailon and Chazelle 2006. 
• Sparse alternative: Kane and Nelson 2014.
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Experiment 1 & 2
� Build the bipartite graph of clients and server 

authentication events.

� Embed the edges [server vertexes] via one of several 
graph embedding approaches.

� Given half of the attacked events/edges [server 
vertexes] train a classifier (random forest) to predict 
the remaining half. 



Results: Experiment 1



Results: Experiment 2



Experiment 3
� Patrick Rubin-Delanchy asked: “What if the red 

team events are removed from the graph?  Do the 
set of attacked clients form a community that could 
be learned via the graph embeddings?”

� So, we simply rebuild the graph with all events 
corresponding to the red team bad behavior 
removed and repeat the procedure of experiment 2.



Experiment 3



Which Numerical Method?
� All results presented, so far, used the randomized SVD, 

the default and preferred method called by Python’s 
TruncatedSVD found in sklearn 0.17.

� In a nutshell randomized SVD is:
� 5 iterations of block power method with random start with 

an LU decomposition to normalize after each iteration but 
last, where QR decomposition is used.

� One step of Rayleigh-Ritz method.

� Convergence proof uses concentration measures. 
See N. Halko, P. G. Martinsson, and J. A. Tropp, Finding 
structure with randomness: Probabilistic algorithms for 
constructing approximate matrix decompositions, SIAM 
Rev. 53(2), 217-288 (May, 2011)



Okay, but ….
� In practice, this approach can be significantly faster 

than more traditional methods, e.g., block Lanczcos. 

� But in practice the method applied to normalized 
Laplacian gave me pause: the Perron-Frobenius
theorem guarantees principal singular vectors of a 
non-negative irreducible matrix are positive, but…
that was not always being observed.

� Increasing the number of iterations helped, but, in 
the end we care about the classification accuracy.
� sklearn 0.18 and above (current 0.20) check 

convergence!



Normalized Laplacian 2D 
Embedding: RSVD vs ARPACK



Bake off Randomized SVD 
vs Block Lanczos

Method Embedding AUC FPR TPR

RSVD ASE16 0.97 9.25e-03 0.19

BL ASE16 0.97 8.99e-03 0.19

RSVD ASE256 0.99 5.78e-04 0.68

BL ASE256 0.99 7.71e-04 0.67

RSVD NL16 0.84 8.22e-03 0.07

BL NL16 0.91 1.41e-02 0.12

RSVD NL256 0.89 5.97e-03 0.06

BL NL256 0.99 1.14e-02 0.51

RP256 0.97 0.00 0.01



Conclusions for LANL
� SBM are a good model for graph classification and give a 

strong theoretical justification for using graph embeddings. 
They also give guidance when to use ASE vs NL. (ASE favors 
core-periphery and NL affinity).

� Random Projections performed respectively well as a low cost 
alternative.

� Random Forest holds up well under a plethora of embeddings.

� Results improve when restricted to USER Auth events.

� Python’s RSVD degraded the performance of NL.  
� With ARPACK’s BL, NL is competitive when using a larger 

dimensional embedding. 



Now Let’s Talk Text*
Word2vec is the sriracha sauce of deep learning! 

--Chris Manning ACL 2015

“Add it to any CL 
task and it gets 
better?”
– tweeted at 
NAACL 2015

*Joint work with Neil 
Molino, IDA/CCS



Text Co-Occurence



Wikipedia English Feature 
Articles

� Approximately 6,000 articles.

� Split into 700K sentences; ~15 M windows.

� About 190K terms and 

� Matrix: ~ 190K by 380K term-context matrix 
� window of 3
� M(i,j)=a weighted matrix of co-occurrence
� M=WTC  (W is a window by word matrix.

C is a window by  context matrix.



word2vec:Tomas Mikolov, et al. 2013



CCA Optimization 
Karl Stratos, Michael Collins, and Daniel Hsu, ACL 2015
Dillon, Foster, Unger, “EigenWords,” Journal of Machine Learning Research 2015



Exact Solution with SVD



The Matrix Up Close



Connection with a old 
friend… err model



Brown Clustering Theorem



Optimal value of a?



Graph Laplacian Connection
� CCA(W,C) is the same computation as the random 

normalized Laplacian for a weighted bipartite graph, 
relating words to their context.

� The weight matrix is M=WTC

� Thus, the hard Brown clusters of CCA relate to the 
stochastic block model of NL.

� For more on the Brown Models
Karl Stratos, Michael Collins, and Daniel Hsu, Model Base Word 
Embeddings from Decompositions, ACL 2015.



We conclude with some final 
observations on word embeddings.
� Current word embedding method are variants of 

normalized Laplacian; EigenWords is explicitly so.

� The theory behind the spectral methods, the Brown 
clusters, is different in scope, but likely also related.

� We note in some text applications ASE is used, such 
as text summarization.

� Biclustering, used to cluster terms and documents 
is a sibling of NL spectral clustering.


